Venue Locations and Hotel Information

Main Venue:
Centro Ricerca Enel
via Andrea Pisano 120
56126 Pisa

Hosting Organisation
Università di Pisa
Facoltà di Ingegneria
Via Diotisalvi 2
56126 Pisa

Contact for any help:
Walter Ambrosini
Università di Pisa
Facoltà di Ingegneria
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Meccanica, Nucleare e della Produzione
Via Diotisalvi, 2
56126 - PISA Italia
Tel. +39-050-2218073
Fax +39-050-2218065
Cell: +39-320-4314854
E-mail: walter.ambrosini@ing.unipi.it
Web Page: http://www.dimnp.unipi.it/walter-ambrosini/

The main venue and the Faculty of Engineering are at a walking distance (10 min)

DETAILED VIEW OF THE WALKING PATH

Via Diotisalvi 2 Pisa - Via Andrea Pisano 120 Pisa
Tempo: 00h11 - Distanza: 0.8 km
MORE EXTENDED VIEWS OF THE PATH

Hotel Roma
Hotel Il Giardino
Hotel Villa Kinzica
Hotel Duomo
Hotel La Pace
Hotel Terminus and Plaza

Central Railway Station

Crossroad between Strada Statale Aurelia and Via Andrea Pisano

To the highway “PISA NORD”

To the highway “PISA CENTRO” and to the GALILEI AIRPORT

Hotel Royal Victoria
A SUBSET OF POSSIBLE HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

**Grand Hotel Duomo ★★★★★**
Via S.Maria, 94  
56100 - Pisa  
(Pisa)  
Tel (+39) 050.561.894  
Fax (+39) 050.560.418  
E-mail: info@grandhotelduomo.it  
www.grandhotelduomo.it

**Pricing and reservation details:**  
Single Room 105.00 €, Double Room 150.00 €, Double Room used by a single person 125.00 €.  
Breakfast included.  
Reservation deadline June 1st, 2010; a lot of 20 rooms is allocated for the Meeting.  
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

**Grand Hotel Bonanno Pisa ★★★★★**
Via Carlo Francesco Gabba, 1  
56126 Pisa  
Tel. (+39) 050 52 40 30  
E-mail: info@grandhotelbonanno.it  
www.grandhotelbonanno.it

**Pricing and reservation details:**  
Single room 80 €; Double room used by a single person: 90 €; Double room: 100 €. Breakfast included.  
Reservation deadline May 3rd, 2010; a lot of 20 rooms is allocated for the Meeting.  
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

**Hotel Roma ★★★**
Via Bonanno Pisano, 111  
56126 - Pisa - (Pisa)  
Tel. (+39) 050 554 488  
E-mail: info@hotelroma.pisa.it  
www.hotelroma.pisa.it

**Pricing and reservation details:**  
Single Room 65,00 €, Double Room used by a single person 88,00 €, Double Room 98,00 €. Triple Room 118,00 €. Breakfast included. Rooms available until completion of the stock.  
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

**Hotel Athena ★★★**
Via Risorgimento, 42  
56126 - Pisa - (Pi)  
Tel (+39) 050 550887  
www.hotelathenapisa.it  
E-mail: info@hotelathenapisa.it
Pricing and reservation details:
Single Room 55,00 €, Double Room used by a single person 65,00 €, Double bed room and twin bed rooms 75,00 €. Breakfast costs 5 €. 12 rooms available until completion of the stock.
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

Royal Victoria Hotel ★★★
lungarno Pacinotti 12
56126 PISA (PI)
Italy
Tel. (+39) 050.940.111
Fax (+39) 050.940.180
E-mail: mail@royalvictoria.it
www.royalvictoria.it

Pricing and reservation details:
The offer consists of: 12 “Standard” Rooms 70.00 €, 9 “Traditional” Rooms 91.00 €, 4 “Best” Rooms 105.00 €. Breakfast is included. Please reserve via fax at +39-050.940.180 or via email or through the web service (see the above addresses). Deadline for room availability: May 25th, 2010.
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

Hotel Terminus & Plaza ★★★
Via Colombo, 45
56125 Pisa (Italy)
Tel. +39 050 500303
Fax +39 050 500553
E-mail: info@hotelterminusplaza.it
www.hotelterminusplaza.it

Pricing and reservation details:
Single Room 55,00 €, Double Room used by a single person 60,00 €, Double Room 68,00 €. 20 rooms available until June 6th 2010. Breakfast included.
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

Albergo Villa Kinzica ★★★
Piazza Arcivescovado, 2
56126 Pisa
Tel. (+39) 050 560 419
E-mail: info@hotelvillakinzica.it
http://pisa.hotelvillakinzica.it

Pricing and reservation details:
Single Room 70,00 €, Double Room used by a single person 70,00 €, Double Room 90,00 €. Rooms available until June 15th 2010. Breakfast included.
In reserving, please specify the name of the Meeting and that it is hosted by the University of Pisa.

Art Hotel Il Giardino ★★★
Piazza Manin, 1
56126 - Pisa (PI)
TEL. +39.050.562101
FAX +39.050.8310392
WWW.HOTELILGIARDINO.PISA.IT
E-MAIL: info@hotelilgiardino.pisa.it

HOTEL LA PACE ★★
Viale Gramsci, 14 (Galleria B)
PISA – Italia
TEL. (+39) 050 48 863
E-MAIL: info@hotellapace.it
HTTP://LAPACE.PISAHOOTSITALY.IT/?SOURCE=GOOGLE

More info on Hotels in Pisa can be found on different web sites: just search for “hotel pisa”

SUGGESTIONS TO REACH PISA

By plane:
Pisa can be easily reached by different Air Companies landing at the “Galileo Galilei” International Airport. The airport is located nearby the town, at 5 min driving from the Central Railway Station.

To reach the town from the Airport, you can use:
• the bus (LAM Rossa) leading to the Pisa Centrale Railway Station area, in which you can find among the others two of the suggested Hotels, and to the Faculty of Engineering and the Piazza dei Miracoli, in whose surroundings are the other suggested Hotels; the ticket can be also bought on board at a slightly higher price (1,50 €) than at licensed sellers (e.g., tobacconist’s);
• a taxi that, depending on the time of arrival, you can find nearby the exit of the Arrival gate;
• a shuttle that can be provided by your Hotel; in fact, some of the Hotels make also this service upon request at a reasonable price; ask at the time of reservation for such a service, if available;

By train:
The Central Railway Station (“Pisa Centrale”) is quite close to some of the proposed hotels. From the Central Railway Station (suggested choice) you can reach on foot, or by bus (e.g., by LAM Rossa) or by Taxi your Hotel, depending on your choice.

An additional railway Station is “Pisa San Rossore” which is very close to the venue and even more to the Faculty of Engineering (50 m). Just consider that only “regional” and a few “interregional” trains are stopping in Pisa San Rossore. This should not be normally a very convenient choice, unless you already made this trip and you know the way out to the Faculty and/or the Venue or the Hotels (the station is not served by taxis: you must know exactly where to go!).

By car:
The Italian highway network (“autostrada”) has two different convenient exits for Pisa:
• “Pisa Nord”: if you are coming from the north, this is the best choice; taking this exit, you will have to drive southwards by the “Strada Statale (SS1) via Aurelia” down to Pisa the centre; if you are going directly to the venue or to the nearby Hotels, you have to stop earlier than in the centre, after turning left at the crossroad with via Andrea Pisano, highlighted in one of the above reported maps;
“Pisa Centro”: if you are coming from the south, this is the best choice; to reach the centre of the town follow the related signs ("centro"); to reach the venue, instead, it is much better to follow the signs for the “strada statale (SS1) via Aurelia” and reach the crossroad with via Andrea Pisano, highlighted in one of the above reported maps.